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Same mom. Same dad. Completely different lives. Who's to say which sister has it sweeter?

Viney Haverford always told her daughters to "be sweet." But the only thing sweet about Charlene
Haverford these days is her sweet tooth. Little sister Janni is the nice one. The one with the intact marriage,
the great kids, the stable life on the family homestead in Tappery, Michigan. Charlene's the sister who left
town heartbroken and humiliated but built a sweet life for herself half a continent away: High-octane job.
Red BMW. Seaside cottage. And an uncomplicated relationship with a great-looking man.

Charlene might not be the sweet sister, but she still craves sweets, like the incomparable maple syrup from
her family's own maples. Which is why she's finally come home. And to make sure her tightfisted sister
doesn't botch plans for their parents' 50th anniversary bash. And to show the local gossips that she's not the
loser they think she is.

But Charlene's time in Tappery proves stickier than anticipated. Sweet Janni has turned moody, Mom's
acting paranoid, Dad may be sneaking around with a local widow, the local police seem to be stalking them
all, and the little twinge in Charlene's mouth has morphed into a full-blown, sugar-induced toothache. A
hunky local dentist offers delicious diversion. But just when things get cozy, a series of revelations open both
sisters' hearts to sweet possibilities they never even imagined.
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From reader reviews:

Alyson Hardy:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book to study? May be the book with the name Be Sweet
suitable to you? Typically the book was written by renowned writer in this era. The actual book untitled Be
Sweetis the main of several books in which everyone read now. That book was inspired a number of people
in the world. When you read this publication you will enter the new dimensions that you ever know before.
The author explained their concept in the simple way, therefore all of people can easily to comprehend the
core of this guide. This book will give you a lot of information about this world now. To help you to see the
represented of the world with this book.

Emery Flores:

A lot of people always spent their particular free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them loved
ones or their friend. Were you aware? Many a lot of people spent they will free time just watching TV, or
perhaps playing video games all day long. If you wish to try to find a new activity here is look different you
can read the book. It is really fun to suit your needs. If you enjoy the book that you simply read you can
spent all day every day to reading a guide. The book Be Sweet it is extremely good to read. There are a lot of
folks that recommended this book. These folks were enjoying reading this book. In the event you did not
have enough space to bring this book you can buy often the e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read this
book from the smart phone. The price is not to fund but this book provides high quality.

William Rockwood:

Is it an individual who having spare time then spend it whole day simply by watching television programs or
just lying down on the bed? Do you need something totally new? This Be Sweet can be the response, oh how
comes? It's a book you know. You are so out of date, spending your time by reading in this brand-new era is
common not a nerd activity. So what these ebooks have than the others?

Michael Madden:

A lot of e-book has printed but it is unique. You can get it by net on social media. You can choose the very
best book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is identified as of book
Be Sweet. Contain your knowledge by it. Without leaving the printed book, it can add your knowledge and
make you actually happier to read. It is most significant that, you must aware about guide. It can bring you
from one destination to other place.
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